
Student Work Experience Opportunities 

Student Work Experience: Programming Virtual Environments 

If you are interested in adding some work experience to your CV plus earning some money while 
learning about programming Virtual Reality spaces, this placement may be of interest to you. The 
opportunity is particularly well suited to postgraduate students, but other suitably skilled students 
are welcome to apply. 

Placement/Project Name: Online Innovation Lab (Plugin Architecture Development). 
Sponsor: The Creative Science Foundation (www.creative-science.org) 
Location: Your study room 
Further Details: http://www.creative-science.org/activities/ourhex/ 

 

Accessing the Online Innovation Lab (Glasses, computers or smart- phones) 

Task: To create some software (C# and JavaScript on a Unity-3D platform) to augment an existing 

online virtual reality spacestation, so that it can become an innovation lab. 

The spacestation takes the form of a hexagonal structure housing various activity rooms. The main 
task will be to modify the functionality of the existing platform so it can accept plug-in rooms (ie to 
provide a modular expansion capability).  To accomplish this, the first task is to get the existing 
platform up and running (familiarising you with the ideas) on the cloud (eg Amazon Cloud Services), 
the second (in consultation with the creator, Marc Davies) to modify the architectural design to be 
more modularised (take plugin rooms) with the third task being to implement this. More information 
is provided in the following paper which you are encouraged to read before applying for this 
position: 
http://victor.callaghan.info/publications/2016_ILRN16(AnOnlineImmersive)FINALwithHeaders.pdf 

Payment: £600 paid in two stages; £300 when the system is running on the cloud (delivery deadline 
28th Nov 2016), then another £300 when the system is adapted to support a plugin architecture 
(delivery deadline 8th Jan 2017). 

Deadline: You should apply before the end of October 2016 by emailing a covering note, a CV plus 
some samples of relevant previous programming work to Dr Marc Davies at the Creative Science 
Foundation (marc@creative-science.eu) and Prof Victor Callaghan at Essex University 
(vic@essex.ac.uk). 

Further Information & Application Guideline: http://www.creative-science.org/activities/ourhex/  

Informal Enquires: Vic Callaghan (CSEE) <vic@essex.ac.uk> 


